
10.10.1.3 Problem of Vector Overlay 
Though overlays are one of the mostPolveon at time 1 Polygon at time 2 Polygon composite important tools in a GIS analyst's toolbox, 
there are some problems that can arise when 

using this methodology, particular slivers 
are a common error produced when two 

slightly misaligned vector layers are 

overlaid. This misalignment is the outcome
of digitization errors, interpretation errors, 
or source map errors. Sliver are of three 

types namely (i) Dangles, (ii) Knots and (ii) 
Switchbacks. The occurrence causes 

Sliver polygons from 

overlay operation 

-Dangles 

Switchbackserroneous topology. Thus to overcome this 
problem GIS softwares have incorporated

cluster tolerance option that forces nearby 
lines to be snapped together if they fall 

within a user-specified distance. 
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Fig. 10.6: Sliver and its Types 
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.10.1.4 Vector Geoprocessing Tools 

layer 
which are discussed below; 

Apart h from this overlay operations there are some Geoprocessing tools to handle multiple 

Clip: Clip operation is used to extract those features from an input point, line, or nlvgon layer that falls within the spatial extent of the clip layer. Thus all attributes 
olygon layer that 

om the preserved portion which are selected within the clip boundary of the input 
tror 

laver are included in the output. 

Erase: Being just opposite of clip function the erase tool preserves only those areaas outside the extent of the analogous erase layer. The input layer can be a point, line, or polygon dataset; but the erase layer must be a polygon dataset. 

Split: The split operation is used to divide an input layer into two or more layers based on a split layer. The split layer must be a polygon, while the input layers can be point, line, or polygon. 
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Fig. 10.7 :Geoprocessing Tools 

Merge: Merge is a process in which input features from multiple input sources (of the same data type) combined into a single, neW, output feature class. The input dataa Ources may be point, line, or polygon feature classes or tables. This operation differs rom aggregation in that it maintains the level of dimensionality of the original data roint-to-Point, Line-to-Line, Polygon-to-Polygon). 
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Fig. 10.8 : Merge Geoprocessing Tools 
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Dissolve: Aggregates features based on specified attributes. This function is very 
useful in handling data 

divided in numerous segments 
which 

which is 

are needed to be 

consolidated. This tool will use a 

tiling process to handle very large 
datasets for better performance and 

scalability. Null values are excluded 
from all statistical calculations.
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Fig. 10.9 Dissolve Geoprocessing Tools 


